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Abstract 

    Stimuli-responsive polymer hydrogels have shown great potential for use as draw agent in 

emerging forward osmosis technology. The swelling pressure of hydrogel and the contact of 

membrane–hydrogel are key parameters for achieving high water flux. In this work, we have 

demonstrated that the forward osmosis performance of hydrogels can be significantly 

improved by producing composite hydrogel monoliths containing thermoplastic polyurethane 

(TPU) microfibers. The use of monolithic hydrogels and the addition of microfibers enhance 

water diffusion through the draw agent and sustain high swelling pressure, resulting in 

improved FO performance. As observed in the sigmoidal swelling curves, the swelling 

kinetics of microfiber-hydrogel composite (TPU microfiber-poly (NIPAM-co-SA), TPU-

PN5S5) is faster than that of pure hydrogel (PN5S5), and the time required for the composite 

to reach swelling equilibrium decreases significantly; the diffusion exponent of TPU-PN5S5 

composite increases from 0.73 to 0.81, indicating that addition of microfibers increases the 

water diffusion rate. Further studies show that water transports more quickly through the 

microchannels around TPU microfibers due to their hydrophilicity and capillary forces. The 

composite monolith was tested as forward osmosis draw agent, and it was found that the 1st 
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hour FO water flux and dewatering flux of TPU-PSA are 1.81 and 3.51  L·m-2·h-1, 

respectively, twice of those for PSA particles alone. 

 

Graphical abstract 

1. Introduction 

  Polymer hydrogels are three-dimensional networks of hydrophilic polymers, which can 

become highly swollen in water or biological fluids. [1, 2] The unique properties of polymer 

hydrogels, such as absorption, swelling and de-swelling behavior, hydrophilicity, and 

biocompatibility, [3, 4] have been applied in many areas such as hygiene, pharmaceutical, 

drug delivery, bio-sensors, artificial skin and muscles, the oil industry, agriculture, water 

treatment, and textile manufacture. [5-8] Recently, we have successfully demonstrated the 

feasibility of using stimuli responsive polymer hydrogels as draw agent in the forward 

osmosis (FO) desalination for the first time.[9] FO process shows low membrane fouling 

propensity and has potential to reduce water desalination and treatment costs.[10]  

  In the FO process, a draw agent is used to withdraw pure water from feed solution, while a 

semipermeable membrane blocks the solute from the feed. Dry particles of cross-linked poly 

(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM), poly (sodium acrylate) (PSA), and their copolymer 
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have been used for purifying brackish water. However, the properties of hydrogel draw 

agents need to be improved to increase water flux for practical application. Thus, much effort 

has been poured into investigating the relationship of water flux and hydrogel properties, and 

improving the water flux. Research has shown that the swelling pressure of hydrogel, the 

contact of FO membrane-hydrogel, and the water transport through the draw agent are key 

factors affecting water flux.[11-14] The contact of FO membrane-hydrogel indicates the 

percentage of contact area between hydrogel and FO membrane to the FO membrane area. 

   A number of strategies, such as reducing the particle size of hydrogels and compressing 

hydrogel particles into a monolith, have been demonstrated to improve the contact of FO 

membrane-hydrogel and the water transport of draw agent. [12, 13, 15-18] In particular, the 

addition of graphene into hydrogels  greatly increased the softness of the composite 

hydrogels, decreased the retractive force of polymer chains, and improved the inter-particle 

and particle-membrane contacts, leading to significantly improved FO water flux.[13]  

   To maintain water flux in the FO process, the swelling pressure and water transport (or 

swelling rate) of hydrogel draw agent need to be sustained. It is well known that the swelling 

pressure of polymer hydrogels originates from polymer-water mixing, elastic reaction force 

of the network, and osmotic pressure of ionizable groups.[14, 19] One effective methodology 

to increase the swelling pressure of hydrogels is to increase the amount of ionic group in 

hydrogel, which increases the osmotic pressure. For instance, the water flux of the copolymer 

hydrogel of NIPAM and SA increases with increasing the amount of ionic SA. [9, 20] On the 

other hand, significant efforts have been made to improve the polymer-water mixing rate and 

thus the swelling and deswelling properties of hydrogels. By introducing porosity in hydrogel, 

the interfacial contact between hydrogel and water is enhanced, giving rise to increased 

swelling and deswelling rates. [21-23] Introduction of structural inhomogeneity in hydrogels 

is another effective way to improve water diffusion. [24-26] In such hydrogels, the 
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hydrophilic component acts as a tunnel across the dense and hydrophobic layer at the surface 

of hydrogels, accelerating water diffusion; the improvement of response rate of PNIPAM 

hydrogel can be achieved by forming comb-type grafted network to enhance mobility of 

grafted chains. [27, 28] These strategies are potentially useful for designing high-

performance draw agents for FO application.  

   In this work, we demonstrated a new and effective method to sustain the swelling pressure 

by incorporating hydrophilic microfibers into a polymer hydrogel monolithic draw agent. The 

incorporated microfibers provide a hydrophilic microfiber surface and microchannel around 

the hydrogel phase to advantageously directly transport water to the inner part of hydrogel 

monolith, increasing the water diffusion, easing the restriction that polymer chain relaxation 

causes, and maintaining the low swelling ratio of hydrogel contacted with membrane. The 

microfiber-polymer monolith can be easily prepared by dispersion of hydrophilic microfibers 

in aqueous monomer solution, and subsequent polymerization of monomers, and this 

preparation process allows for free tuning of compositions of hydrogels (content of ionic 

monomer) and loading of microfibers. In this study, thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) was 

chosen as microfiber material for its good elasticity, high wear resistance, good oil and grease 

resistance and low cost. The TPU microfibers used in this experiment were prepared by force 

spinning, which is a fast and efficient technique to produce micro- and nano-scale fibers. [29, 

30] The swelling behavior and mechanisms of pure hydrogels and composite hydrogels are 

studied. The composite hydrogel is applied as a draw agent in FO process to quantify the 

improvement in the swelling pressure and water flux. 

2. Materials and methods 

Materials 
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  N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAM, 97 %), Sodium acrylate (SA, 97 %), N, N-methylenebis 

(acrylamide) (MBA, 99 %), ammonium persulfate (APS, ≥ 98 %), and N, N, N’, N’-

tetramethyl ethylenediamine (TEMED, 99 %) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Australia. 

Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU, TETON*206) was kindly provided by Urethane 

Compounds Pty. Ltd Australia. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was purchased from Merck. Pure 

water was used in all experiments. All the chemicals mentioned above were used without 

further purification. 

Experimental Procedures 

Preparation of pure hydrogel: A 16.67 wt. % monomer solution was prepared by dissolving 

monomer (NIPAM, SA), cross-linker (MBA), and initiator (APS) in deionized water. The 

weight ratio of monomer, cross-linker, and initiator was fixed at 50:1:0.5. The composition of 

NIPAM and SA is shown in Table 1. A drop of TEMED was added into the monomer 

solution under mild shaking to accelerate the initiation of the polymerization reaction. The 

hydrogels were formed within a few minutes, followed by rinsing with deionized water and 

drying in a 60 °C oven. The dry hydrogel was ground into particles for use as a draw agent. 

The average particle sizes of PNIPAM, PN7S3, PN5S5, PN3S7, and PSA were 20.9, 23.5, 

12.8, 21.7, and 39.8 µm, respectively.  

Table 1 Composition of pure hydrogels and composite hydrogels. 

Pure 

hydrogels 

N-isopropyl 

acrylamide 

(wt. %) 

Sodium 

acrylate 

(wt. %) 

Composite 

hydrogels 

TPU 

microfiber 

(wt. %) 

N-isopropyl 

acrylamide 

(wt. %) 

Sodium 

acrylate 

(wt. %) 

PNIPAM 100 0 TPU-PNIPAM 50 50 0 

PN7S3 70 30 TPU-PN7S3 50 35 15 

PN5S5 50 50 TPU-PN5S5 50 25 25 

PN3S7 30 70 TPU-PN3S7 50 15 35 

 

Preparation of TPU microfiber-hydrogel composite: TPU was dissolved in THF to form a 12 

wt. % polymer solution. The solution was spun into a TPU microfiber mat by a force spinner 
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(Cyclone L-1000M, FibeRio® Technology Corporation, USA). At a rotational speed of 5000 

rpm, 1 g of microfiber was formed in less than 30 seconds. The diameter distribution of TPU 

microfiber used in this study is 0.5-50 µm.  

  To make the composite, a drop of TEMED was added to the monomer solution. After mild 

shaking, the TPU microfiber was immersed into the solution and a few minutes later, the 

composite monolith was formed. The composite hydrogel was washed with pure water before 

use. For the composites used as draw agent, in order to get better contact of composite - FO 

membrane, the composite monolith was prepared on the membrane in the FO cell. The 

preparation process of TPU microfiber-hydrogel composite draw agent is shown in Fig. 1. 

The FO performances of PN5S5 particles and TPU-PN5S5 composites with 0, 30, 50, and 70 

wt. % TPU microfiber loading were tested (Fig. S1, Supporting Information), the results 

suggest that those with 50 wt. % TPU microfiber loading performed the best. Thus the TPU-

hydrogel with 50 wt. % TPU loading, as shown in Table 1, was used in the following study to 

compare with hydrogel particles. 

 

Fig. 1 The preparation process of TPU-hydrogel composites.  

Characterization: The morphology of pure hydrogel particles and TPU microfiber-hydrogel 

composites was observed by a scanning electron microscope (Nova NanoSEM 450 FESEM, 

FEI, USA). The diameters of TPU microfibers were determined by the Nano Measurer 1.2. A 

contact angle goniometer (Dataphysics OCA15, Dataphysics, Germany) was used to 
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determine the wettability of TPU microfiber mat and hydrogels. An industrial incandescent 

lamp (IR 250 C, 230 V, 250 W, Philips) was used as the light source for dewatering the 

hydrogel draw agents, as part of the FO process, and a radiometer (FZ-A) was used to 

determine the light intensity.  

  The swelling ratio and FO water flux were measured and calculated as in our previous study. 

[13, 17] The swelling ratio Q (g/g) was determined by weighing the dry hydrogels and 

swollen hydrogels over a period of time; the swollen hydrogels were kept in deionized water 

for 3 days and the water was replaced with fresh deionized water every day.  

  Forward osmosis tests were carried out in a homemade FO cell, as shown in Fig. 1. The 

active surface of the FO membrane (CTA membrane, Hydration Technologies Inc., Albany, 

OR) was faced to feed solution. 0.5 g of dry pure hydrogel particle was used in the test. 1 g of 

TPU-hydrogel composite composed of 0.5 g of TPU microfibers and 0.5 g of hydrogel, with 

different initial water contents was used as draw agent in the test. 2000 ppm NaCl solution 

was used as feed water in the measurements. The FO water flux, F (L·m-2·h-1, or LMH), was 

determined by the weight change of the FO cell over a period of time. The effective area of 

the FO membrane was 4.91 cm2. 

  In the dewatering process, the FO cell with swollen hydrogel was put under an incandescent 

lamp. The light intensity on the hydrogel surface was fixed at 1 kW·m-2 and the weight loss 

as a function of time recorded. The averaging dewatering flux (Fd, LMH) was calculated by 

equation: 

tA

V
Fd


=

 

where V (L) is the volume loss of hydrogel in the dewatering process over a period of time t 

(h). The FO cell was moved to dewater directly, so the effective area A (m2) is 4.91 cm2. 
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3. Results and discussion 

Morphology of composite hydrogels 

  The morphology of TPU microfibers and composite hydrogels was observed using scanning 

electron microscopy, with the results shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a demonstrates that the diameter 

of TPU microfiber is unevenly distributed, their diameter ranging from 0.5 to 50 µm. Fig. 2b-

f show the cross-section of TPU-hydrogel composites. 

  In such dry composites, the TPU microfibers are dispersed within the hydrogel, and a gap 

can be seen between the microfiber and hydrogel.  

 

Fig. 2 SEM images of TPU microfibers and cross-section of composite hydrogels. (a) TPU 

microfibers, (b) TPU-PNIPAM composite, (c) TPU-PN7S3 composite, (d) TPU-PN5S5 

composite, (e) TPU-PN3S7 composite, and (f) TPU-PSA composite. The gaps between the 

microfiber and the hydrogel are indicated by arrows. 
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Swelling properties of hydrogels 

  The swelling ratio of the composite hydrogels is half of that of corresponding pure 

hydrogels, as shown in Fig. 3. Since the composite hydrogels contain 50 wt. % TPU 

microfiber and 50 wt. % hydrogel, and TPU microfiber does not swell in water to the same 

degree as a hydrogel, blending with TPU microfiber decreases the swelling ratio of the 

composites in a proportionate manner. 

 

Fig. 3 Swelling ratios of pure hydrogel and composite hydrogels. 

  Swelling is a continuous process of solvent transition from an unsolvated glassy or partially 

rubbery state, to a fully relaxed rubbery region. [19] The swelling of hydrogel includes the 

diffusion of water and the relaxation of polymer chains with the incoming water makes them 

more mobile. A comprehensive, but simple equation can be used to describe the diffusion 

mechanism in hydrogels, the so-called power law: [31, 32] 

nt
kt

M

M
=

  

where Mt and M∞ are the amount of water absorbed at time t and infinite time, respectively. k 

is the characteristic constant of the water-polymer system, while n is the diffusional exponent, 

indicating the mechanism of diffusion. For slab samples (monoliths here in this study), if the 
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polymer chain relaxation rate is much faster than the water diffusion rate, it is Fickian 

diffusion or Case I diffusion (n = 0.5). Fickian diffusion is a diffusion-controlled swelling 

process, [33] whilst if the water diffusion rate is very rapid compared to the relaxation rate of 

increasingly-solvated polymer chains, it is non-Fickian diffusion or Case II diffusion (n = 1), 

and is a relaxation-controlled swelling process.  Anomalous diffusion is dominated when the 

diffusion and relaxation rate are comparable or 0.5 < n < 1. These three models describe the 

relationship between solvent diffusion rate and polymer chain relaxation rate, as well as the 

kinetics of hydrogel swelling. Depending on different applications, the polymeric hydrogels 

can be designed with suitable swelling behavior and swelling kinetics. For the hydrogel used 

as draw agent, faster swelling is desired. Theoretically, improvement of the solvent diffusion 

rate of more Fickian diffusion or increasing the polymer chain relaxation rate of more non-

Fickian diffusion enhances the swelling kinetics of hydrogel.     

 

Fig. 4 (a) Swelling behavior and (b) swelling kinetics of pure hydrogel (PN5S5) and 

composite hydrogel (TPU-PN5S5). SR in (a) is short for swelling ratio. Two circular slabs 

(PN5S5 and TPU-PN5S5) with the same amount of PN5S5 hydrogel and similar thickness (4 

mm) were used in this study. The insets are the images of samples used.  

  After TPU microfibers were incorporated, the swelling rate of composite hydrogel was 

clearly enhanced (Fig. 4). In the swelling process, the water diffuses into the polymer, which 

changes the polymer chains from a glassy to rubbery state, with increasing mobility of the 
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macromolecules and volume expansion. [31] The effect of the TPU microfiber on the 

swelling kinetics of hydrogels was then investigated. Pure hydrogel, PN5S5, and composite 

hydrogel, TPU-PN5S5 circular slabs were swollen in water from glassy state (dry sample). 

  The time-dependence of swelling degree of hydrogels can be seen as sigmoidal curves (Fig. 

4a). [34] The curves can be divided into three parts: [35] firstly, the swelling is restricted by 

the rigid and glassy inner core in the direction normal to the front surface; secondly, the rigid 

core changes from the glassy to rubbery state after the fronts meet, permitting swelling in all 

directions, and thus accelerating the swelling kinetics; [36] thirdly, once the hydrogels 

approach their equilibrium swelling ratios, they show slower rates of  swelling. Since the 

thickness of PN5S5 and TPU-PN5S5 are both 4 mm, the initial parts of the swelling curves 

are very similar, as shown in Fig. 4a. However, the acceleration of swelling kinetics of TPU-

PN5S5 occurs earlier than those of PN5S5, which means it takes a shorter time for TPU-

PN5S5 to transition from the glassy to rubbery state. The diffusional exponent n of TPU-

PN5S5 increased from 0.73 (PN5S5) to 0.81 after blending with TPU microfiber, as shown in 

Fig. 4b, indicating the solvent diffusion rate of the composite was higher. Thus, the polymer 

molecular relaxation rate of PN5S5 is greater than the solvent diffusion rate, [37, 38] so the 

increase of water diffusion rate in TPU-PN5S5 leads to an earlier occurrence of the 

acceleration swelling process. Due to the benefit of an increased water diffusion rate, the 

composite reached equilibrium swelling after 11 h, while the pure hydrogel equilibrium took 

17 h.  

Mechanism of water diffusion of composite hydrogels 

  In the following section, the mechanism of the water diffusion improvement by 

incorporating TPU microfibers will be discussed.  Fig. 5 shows the wettability of TPU 

microfiber and the water absorbing ability of hydrogels, which indicates the enhanced 
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absorbing ability of composite hydrogels is related to the wettability of TPU microfibers. The 

dry TPU microfibers are hydrophobic, as shown in Fig. 5a, the water contact angle of dry 

TPU microfiber changing only slightly after 5 minutes test. However, when the microfibers 

become totally wet, the water droplet spread on the microfibers in less than 0.1 second, 

demonstrating that the wet TPU microfiber is hydrophilic. 

  To test the water absorbing ability of hydrogels, a 3 µL water droplet was dropped on the 

surface of pure hydrogels and composite hydrogels (slabs), and the time needed for the water 

droplet to be absorbed was recorded. Compared the result in Fig. 5b, it can be found that: 1) 

the absorption time decreases with increasing the SA content of hydrogels; 2) the water 

absorption ability of wet composite hydrogel is much better than that of dry pure hydrogels or 

pure hydrogels containing 50 wt. % water. The water absorption ability of composite 

hydrogels is much greater than that of the neat hydrogels. This may be caused by the 

hydrophilicity of the wet TPU microfibers, or the capillary effect generated by channels 

around microfibers.  

 

Fig. 5 Wettability of TPU microfibers and water absorption ability of hydrogels. (a) Plot of 

contact angle versus time of dry TPU microfiber and wet TPU microfiber. (b) Time needed 

for absorbing a 3 µL water droplet by dry pure hydrogels, wet pure hydrogel and wet 

composite hydrogels. The wet hydrogels contained 50 wt. % water. Contact angle goniometer 

was used to control the volume of water droplets and observe the absorbing process. 
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  To better observe the effect of TPU microfibers, a rhodamine B aqueous solution was used 

to track water transport in the pure hydrogel and composite, and the relevant images are 

shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a indicates that water can transport faster in the composite than pure 

hydrogel. In Fig. 6b, before the dye solution was dropped on the hydrogel, the TPU 

microfibers could not be seen clearly by an optical microscope. After 50 seconds, the pink 

microfibers became more visible inside the hydrogel, whilst the color of hydrogel became 

lighter. This indicates that the RhB solution was more easily transported into the inner part of 

composite hydrogel through the microchannels around TPU the microfibers.  

 

Fig. 6 (a) The swelling of pure hydrogel (left) and composite hydrogel (right) in aqueous 

rhodamine B (RhB) solution. (b) The water absorption process of composite hydrogel (50 

wt. % water content) tracked by rhodamine B aqueous solution. These images were taken 

with an optical microscope. 

Forward osmosis performance of hydrogels 

  To investigate the effect of the water diffusion improvement of composite hydrogel on the 

swelling pressure, the composite hydrogels were tested as draw agents in FO, and compared 

with the relevant hydrogel particles shown in our previous study. Fig. S1 (Supporting 

Information) demonstrates that TPU-PN5S5 with 50 wt. % TPU loading performed better 
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than PN5S5 monolith, while PN5S5 monolith performed better than PN5S5 particles. In 

order to compare the forward osmosis performance of composite hydrogel monolith and pure 

hydrogel particles, the first hour FO water flux of dry pure hydrogel particle and composite 

monolith with different water content (0, 33.3, 50, 60, and 66.7 wt. %) were measured, as 

shown in Fig. 7. Generally, the water flux of both pure and composite hydrogel increased 

with increasing amount of sodium acrylate in the hydrogels, and this is consistent with their 

water absorption ability. There is an ionic –COONa group in sodium acrylate, so the 

copolymer PNIPAM-SA with greater amount of sodium acrylate possesses higher osmotic 

pressure, generating higher water flux. 
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Fig. 7 One hour forward osmosis water flux of pure hydrogel particle and composite 

hydrogels. (a) Dry pure hydrogel particle, and composite hydrogels with an initial water 

content of (b) 0, (c) 33.3, (d) 50, (e) 60, and (f) 66.7 wt.%. 2000 ppm NaCl solution was used 

as feed. 0.5 g dry pure hydrogel particle and 1 g composite hydrogel (composed of 0.5 g 

hydrogel and 0.5 g TPU microfiber) were used in the test. 

  However, PN5S5 and TPU-PN5S5 performed better than PN3S7 and TPU-PN3S7, 

respectively. The study of Hartanto et al. showed that the addition of higher amount of acrylic 

acid in PNIPAM-AA hydrogel resulted in higher water flux, but the addition of excessive 

acrylic acid from 50 % to 70 % appears to have limited impact on the water flux. [15] Note 

that the FO water flux depends on not only the osmotic pressure of hydrogel, but also on the 

contact of membrane–hydrogel. Fig. S2 (Supporting Information) shows that the particle size 

of PN5S5 is smaller than that of PN3S7, thus, the PN5S5 particle generated higher flux due 

to better contact. Importantly, the TPU-hydrogel composite was monolithic. Higher water 

flux of TPU-PN5S5 may be caused by better contact of the membrane and composite than 

that of TPU-PN3S7. 

  Compared to dry pure hydrogel particles, composite hydrogels performed better in the FO 

process. In the first 10 minutes of the FO test, the water flux of PNIPAM, PN7S3, PN5S5, 

PN3S7, and PSA particle were 0.64, 0.81, 0.94, 0.83, and 1.17 LMH, respectively; while 

those of relevant dry composite hydrogels were 0.46, 0.54, 1.52, 1.23, and 1.89 LMH, 

individually. Among the hydrogels, TPU-PSA exhibited greatly enhanced water flux 

compared to other composites and PSA particles. With the increased initial water content, the 

first 10 minutes water flux of TPU-PSA increased from 1.89 LMH to 2.88 LMH (33.3 and 50 

wt. % water content), and then gradually decreased to 1.71 LMH (66.7 wt. % water content). 

Other composite hydrogels with 0-60 wt. % water content generated similar water flux, 

however, when it was increased to 66.7 wt. %, the water flux decreased obviously to lower 

than 0.6 LMH. Theoretically, the composite hydrogel with a smaller amount of water should 
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generate higher water flux because ionization of charged groups results in a higher osmotic 

pressure and thus higher swelling pressure. However, with regards to the water flux of the 

composite hydrogel, there is a balance between swelling pressure and membrane–hydrogel 

contact. Higher swelling pressure generates higher water fluxes; on the other hand, better 

contact with the membrane also produces higher water flux. The composite hydrogel with 

larger water content was softer and flat, while those with less water content was harder and 

curved (not flat), which indicates that better contact between FO membrane and composite 

hydrogel can be obtained by increasing its water content. As a result, the water flux of 

composite hydrogel with a larger amount of water changed slightly or even became higher. 

When 2000 ppm NaCl solution was used as feed, TPU-PSA with an initial water content of 

50 wt. % generated 2.88 LMH water flux in the first 10 minutes, and 1.77 LMH after 1 hour. 

In contrast, those of PSA particles were 1.16 and 0.87 LMH, respectively. 

  When pure water was used as feed, the FO water flux of PSA and TPU-PSA were also 

tested, as shown in Fig. S3 (Supporting Information). The first 10 minute water fluxes of dry 

PSA particles were 1.17 and 1.63 LMH when 2000 ppm NaCl solution and pure water were 

used as feed, respectively. By blending with 50 wt. % TPU microfibers, the water flux of wet 

TPU-PSA (50 wt. % water content) increased to 2.88 and 4.83 LMH, respectively. 

  Fig. 8a-b shows the 24 hours FO performance of hydrogels. For pure hydrogel particle, PSA 

showed highest water flux. It generated 1.17 LMH water flux in the first 10 minutes, 0.53 

LMH after 5 hours, and 0.27 LMH after 24 hours. In the test, TPU-PSA monolith showed 

highest FO water flux among 10 hydrogels. It generated a water flux of 2.77 LMH, 1.04 

LMH and 0.80 LMH in the first 10 minutes, after 5 hours, and after 24 hours, respectively. 

These values are about twice as large as those of PSA hydrogel particles. In our previous 

study, the water flux of hydrogel particles dropt very fast to below 1 LMH in less than 5 

hours. For example, it takes 1, 3, 5, and 4 hours for PSA, [9] PSA-C, [17], PSA-rGO [13] 
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hydrogel particles, and MCG-NP50-AA50 microgels [15] to drop down to less than 1 LMH, 

respectively. However, TPU-PSA maintained a water flux of > 1 LMH in the first 12 hours, 

which benefits from the good water transport system. 

  After the FO process, all the water absorbed by the hydrogels were dewatered under an 

industrial incandescent lamp (1 kW·m-2 sunlight), and the average dewatering flux is shown 

in Fig. 8c-d. In a practical application, the dewatering could be achieved by combining the 

solar energy and industrial waste heat. As shown in Fig. 8c-d, the average dewatering flux of 

composite hydrogels is slightly higher than those of pure hydrogel particle. Surprisingly, PSA 

showed the highest dewatering flux among the pure hydrogel particles, but not PNIPAM. 

PNIPAM is a temperature-responsive hydrogel, swollen PNIPAM hydrogel particle dewaters 

most of the water absorbed easily by heat it over its lower critical solution temperature 

(LCST); however, it is difficult to dewater all the water from it. Because when PNIPAM is 

heated above the LCST, a hydrophobic layer will be formed at the surface of hydrogel that 

limits the outward diffusion of water molecules. TPU-PNIPAM showed best dewatering 

performance among the hydrogels. 
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Fig. 8 24 hours forward osmosis water flux of (a) pure hydrogel particle and (b) composite 

hydrogels with 50 wt. % initial water content; average dewatering flux of (c) pure hydrogel 

particle and (d) composite hydrogels as a function of SA content. 2000 ppm NaCl solution 

was used as feed as feed in the FO process. 0.5 g dry pure hydrogel particle and 1 g 

composite hydrogel (composed of 0.5 g hydrogel and 0.5 g TPU microfiber) were used as the 

initial draw agent in the test. 

  That is caused by two reasons: 1) only a very small amount of water was absorbed by TPU-

PNIPAM in the FO process; 2) the initial water content of TPU-PNIPAM was 50 wt. %, so it 

was easy for TPU-PNIPAM to release a small amount of water before the formation of 

hydrophobic layer. Fig. S4 (Supporting Information) shows the weight of water absorbed in 

the 24 hours FO process and desorbed in the dewatering process by hydrogels. Except for 

TPU-PNIPAM, the weight of water absorbed by the composite hydrogels is about 3 times as 

much as those of relevant pure hydrogel particle. 1 g of TPU-PSA (0.5 g of TPU microfiber 

and 0.5 g of hydrogel) absorbed 9.4 g of water in 24 hours test, while 0.5 g of dry PSA only 
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absorbed 3.2 g of water. TPU-PNIPAM only absorbed a small amount of water in the 24 

hours FO test, because the swelling pressure generated by wet TPU-PNIPAM is small. The 

initial water content of composite hydrogels used in the test was 50 wt. %, and the relevant 

swelling ratio was 1 g/g, while the equilibrium swelling ratio of TPU-PNIPAM is 3.9 g/g. It 

takes a few days for the TPU-PNIPAM to reach swelling equilibrium by immersing it in 

water. Thus, it is difficult for wet TPU-PNIPAM to generate high FO fluxes. After the FO 

test, all the water absorbed in the FO process was desorbed in the dewatering process. The 

percentage of liquid water recovery is shown in Fig. S5 (Supporting Information), after 

combining TPU microfiber into hydrogel, it is slightly increased. 

  The temperature change of hydrogels in one hour dewatering process was measured, as 

shown in Fig. S6 (Supporting Information). 2.5 g of water was added to 0.5 g of hydrogel 

particle or 1 g of composite hydrogel to obtain a swollen hydrogel before this test. The water 

content of hydrogel particle and hydrogel of the composite were the same. The test was 

conducted under 1 kW·m-2 incandescent lamp. After 6 minutes, the composite hydrogels 

reached their highest temperature. Thereafter, the temperature of composite hydrogel 

decreased with time, likely due to the decreasing water content of hydrogels. However, the 

temperature of swollen pure hydrogel particles increased in the first 20 minutes, and then 

remained constant. The highest temperatures of composite hydrogels were greater than those 

of relevant pure hydrogel particles. The temperature increase and decrease of TPU-hydrogel 

composite were both faster than those of pure hydrogel particles, which indicate that heat 

transfer is more efficient in the composite hydrogel. That is consistent with the data of 

average dewatering flux. 
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Fig. 9 Reusability of (a) PSA particles and (b) TPU-PSA. 5 cycles of forward osmosis and 

dewatering performance were tested. In the FO test, 5 hours water flux was measured in each 

cycle. 2000 ppm NaCl solution was used as feed. Average dewatering flux of (c) PSA 

particles and (d) TPU-PSA were measured under 1 kW·m-2 incandescent lamp. 0.5 g of dry 

pure hydrogels and 1 g of composite hydrogels with 50 wt. % water content were used in the 

tests. 

  Fig. 9 shows the reusability of PSA and TPU-PSA. Both PSA and TPU-PSA showed good 

reusable performance after 5 cycles, but TPU-PSA generated much higher FO water flux, as 

well as average dewatering flux. The water flux of PSA decreased from 0.97 (1st hour) to 

0.28 LMH (5th hour) in the first cycle, while these decreased from 0.67 to 0.30 LMH in the 

fifth cycle. In contrast, the relevant water fluxes of TPU-PSA were 1.81 (1st hour) and 1.03 

LMH (5th hour) in the first cycle, and they were 1.65 and 0.97 LMH in the fifth cycle. The 

FO water flux of TPU-PSA decreased slightly in 5 cycles. Regarding dewatering 

performance, the average dewatering flux didn’t change significantly in 5 cycles. The average 
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dewatering flux of PSA particle was 1.83 LMH, while that of TPU-PSA composite was 3.51 

LMH. Both the FO water flux and dewatering flux of TPU-PSA are twice as high as that of 

PSA. When the hydrogel is dehydrated by temperature stimuli in air, the water content of 

hydrogel surface reduces rapidly as a glassy rigid skin would be formed at the surface as the 

water content keeps decreasing; this can significantly limit further water release due to “case 

hardening”. [39, 40] This increase of dewatering flux of TPU-PSA, compared to PSA 

particles, may be due to the ease with which “case hardening” can occur due to the transport 

of water out through TPU microfibers and the micro-channels. 

Swelling mechanism of hydrogels 

 

 

Fig. 10 The proposed swelling mechanisms of (a) pure hydrogel particle and (b) TPU-

hydrogel composite.  
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  Fig. 10 shows the proposed swelling mechanism of pure hydrogel particles and TPU-

hydrogel composite. For pure hydrogel particle, the first layer particles next to FO membrane 

absorbs water from the feed; followed by the second layer of particles absorbing water from 

the swollen hydrogels. There are two problems in this process: 1) it is not easy for the second 

layer hydrogel particles to absorbed water from the swollen particles, because the water 

absorbed is mostly bound to hydrogel in its early swelling stage, and the contact between 

them may not be good. 2) The swelling pressure generated by swollen hydrogel particles 

(first layer) is lower than when they are dry, resulting in a rapid decrease of water flux in the 

FO process. In this study, we used wet composite hydrogels (50 wt. % water content) as draw 

agent, which means that the TPU microfiber is wet and hydrophilic. Thus, water would 

spread rapidly on the TPU microfiber. As shown in Fig. 10b, the proposed swelling process 

of the composite hydrogel is that the hydrogel on the membrane surface absorbs water from 

the feed solution, then, water transports through microchannel around TPU microfiber to the 

inner part of the composite until it is absorbed by the hydrogel near the microfiber. Better 

water transport helps to increase initial water flux, and maintain the high water flux in the FO 

process. On the other hand, the TPU microfiber also helps to transport the water or water 

vapor outward during the dewatering process. In summary, better water transport of the 

composite hydrogel improves the FO water flux when being swollen and also increases the 

dewatering flux, simply constructing a hydrophilic fiber-hydrogel composite system. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, the swelling pressure of polymer hydrogels was enhanced by incorporating 

TPU microfibers, and thus improving water transport into the inner part of the composite 

monolith.  The hydrophilicity of wet TPU microfibers and the capillary effect generated by 

microchannels around them resulted in greatly enhanced water absorption ability and water 
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diffusion rate, and sustained swelling pressure of the polymer hydrogels. The composite 

hydrogel therefore induced significantly higher forward osmosis water flux and dewatering 

flux compared to pure hydrogel particles. TPU-PSA generated a water flux of 2.77, 1.04 and 

0.80 LMH in the first 10 minutes, 5 hours, and 24 hours, respectively, which are about twice 

of those of PSA hydrogel particle (1.17, 0.53, and 0.27 LMH). In terms of the dewatering 

performance, the dewatering flux of TPU-PSA was 3.51 LMH, which is almost two times of 

that of PSA particles (1.83 LMH). Our study provides a simple and effective strategy for 

improving water transport through hydrogel structure and sustaining swelling pressure of 

stimuli-responsive polymer hydrogel, which is very promising for designing high-

performance draw agent for forward osmosis application. 
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Fig. S1 Water flux of PN5S5 hydrogel particle and PN5S5 composite hydrogels with 

different TPU loadings. 

 

Fig. S2 SEM images of pure hydrogel particles. (a) PNIPAM, (b) PN7S3, (c) PN5S5, (d) 

PN3S7, and (e) PSA. 
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  The average particle size of PNIPAM, PN7S3, PN5S5, PN3S7, and PSA were 20.9, 23.5, 

12.8, 21.7, and 39.8 µm, respectively, determined by Nano Measurer 1.2. 

  The swelling pressure of hydrogel originates from polymer-water mixing, elastic reaction 

force of the network, and the osmotic pressure of ionizable groups. It is the driving force of 

the FO process. According to П=iCRT, [1] PNIPAM-SA (1:1) hydrogel with a water content 

of 50 wt. % generated 59 atm osmotic pressure if Na+ totally dissociated from polymer, while 

that of PSA hydrogel generated 130 atm. According to the study of Wack et al., poly (acrylic 

acid) / poly (sodium acrylate) copolymers hydrogel with polymer volume fractions between 

0.03 and 0.30 exhibit a swelling pressure ranging from 0.20-4.23 MPa. [2] This value is even 

larger than that of seawater (2.34 MPa at 298 K). It indicates that the driving force of 

PNIPAM-SA hydrogel is higher than osmotic pressure, and hydrogel has potential to 

generate high flux.  

 

Fig. S3 The first 10 min FO water fluxes of PSA particle and wet TPU-PSA composite, with 

2000 ppm NaCl solution or pure water as feed. 
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Fig. S4 Forward osmosis and solar dewatering performance of pure hydrogel particle and 

composite hydrogels. 2000 ppm NaCl solution was used as feed in the FO process. The 

dewatering process was tested under 1 kW·m-2 incandescent lamp. (a) Weight of water 

absorbed or desorbed by the pure hydrogel particles in the FO and dewatering process. 0.5 g 

dry pure hydrogel particle was used in the test. (b) Weight of water absorbed or desorbed by 

the composite hydrogels in the FO and dewatering process. 1 g composite hydrogel 

(composed of 0.5 g hydrogel and 0.5 g TPU microfiber) with 50 wt. % initial water content 

was used in the test.  

 

Fig. S5 Liquid and vapour water recovery of hydrogels in the dewatering process. 
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Fig. S6 Temperature changes of (a) pure hydrogel particle and (b) composite hydrogels under 

a 1 kW·m-2 incandescent heat dewatering process. The hydrogel particles used in this test 

contained 0.5 g dry pure hydrogel particle and 2.5 g water. The composite hydrogels used in 

this test contained 1 g composite hydrogels (composed of 0.5 g hydrogel and 0.5 g TPU 

microfiber) and 2.5 g water. 
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